
Professor S. Luria 
Kotowskystr •. 4 
Lwow, USSR 

Dear Professor Luria, 

I shall gladly try to report my reasons for assigning En467 and Eo268 to 
the hands as I have don in the "I;andholders." 

First, Eo268 (in PT I Ea20). The shape of the tablet, as seen in the 
photograP.h is much more like those of the Eb and Eo tablets. · This is of course 
an argument of negligible weight. There is, how var, aside from the possibility 
of fingerprints as identification, one test by which the matter could be decided 
with certainty. This is, that in the tablets of the Eb and the Eo series, the 
scribe made his tablet by taking a lump of clay and rolling it out and then 
flattening it, as of course did all the other scribes when they were making long 
narrow tablets. But in addition the scribe (I call him Hand 41) put inside the 
roll of clay before it was finally rolled out for the last time a string, prob
ably of twisted dry grass, and probably for the pu~ose of strengthening the 
tablet and preventing breakage. In the broken pieces of the Eb and Eo tablets 
the mark left by the string is quite clear, and since it came out of the ends 
of the tablet also, there is the chance of seeing in the ends of complete un
broken tablets the small hole wher the string was before :the tablet was burned. 
In my record of my examination of the tablets themselves in Athens in 1954, I 
have found the notation nstring" attached to the tablet now identified as 
Eo268. It was this in part which made me change the classification from Ea to 
Eo, since the Ea tablets never have a trace of such a string. So, on the basis 
of the presence or absence of the string, given the presence of the ideogram 
WHEAT, I was bound to classify it either Eb or Eo. If it is beli ved from the 
nature of the text that it belongs in the En-Eo set, then it should be classified 
Eo; or if it can be shown that it belongs rather with the Eb and Ep tablets, 
it certainly should be reclassified as Eb. But it cannot be reclassified as 
Ea. The shapes of the signs can indicate no identity or difference, for there 
are only eight signs and the numbe~s in Eo268, and of them there are none of the 
unusual and rare signs which are often the indices of a scribe's identity. If 
one compares WHEAT in 268 and in Ea?l there seems to be a slight difference, in 
71 the strokes are more nearly vertical, and flare out less. This is general;ly 
true in Ea tablets, but in Ea480 the shape of 1 1HEAT is indistinguishable from 
that in Eo268. So that sign is no criterion. Nor can any other sign be used 
as criterion, exc pt perhaps the :!!2• but here the sign is damaged in Eo268, so 
that it cannot be a sure criterion. But to compare the shape of the lower stroke 
of the "head" in 268 with that in 756, 802, e.g., makes it seem possibly different. 
Since the sign is not complete in 268 we may not use it as a definite proof of 
th~ difference in hand between 268 and Ea tablets. Yet I believe the argument 
from the "string" is a definite proof for the assignment f 268 to the Hand 41 in 
which the Eb and Eo tablets are found. 
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In An724.12 my original reading was e-[.J-~~-ri-jo. Th±s remains cer
tainly a possible readi~g, for the. traceti which I took to be parts of the ~ 
are visible in the photograph, and they are the three short vertical strokes 
at the right, and the short horizontal stroke below them. The spac in which 
the long vertical stroke of~ would be is entfrely broken away, and likewise 
if the preserved strokes are parts of ~. the space in which the crossed stroke 
of the sign~ would appear is also broken completely away. I do thin, however, 
that Ventris suggestion of a reading e-~~~-ri~jo is a good one. It is certainly 
possible, and I now think it ve-,:-y probable. There is not enough space to read 
e-[.J-nwa-ri-jo: there is too much space to read e-se-ri-jo; it is impossible 
that a sign like wa could have been written immediately before -ri-jo. The two 
possibilities thenare e-[.]-se-ri-jo, and better e-nwa-ri-jo. . . " ... 

Now to discuss En467. Here the shape of the tablet is again helpful. The 
division of the tablet into "paragraphs" by the narrow ruled spaces between 

, lines 1, J, and 5 is not peculiar to Hand 1 (i.e. the hand of En609, EpJOl, etc.) 
but it does often occur. Th right end of 467 is ~ off by the scribe, and 
the bottom is cut off in the same way along the lowest ruling. Thi occur also 
in 704, both end and bottom, 301 bottom, 539 bottom, 609 bottom, 659 bottom, 
212 bottom. All of these and 467 as well are noticeable thinner than most of 
the broad tablets and the long narrow tablets too, so that ther seems to be 
good evidenc for the identity of hand in the form and ruling of the tablets. 
Certainly it cannot be conclusive. Hand 41 may have pr pa~ed and ruled the tab
let, and given it ·to another scribe to inscribe. For myself I think this im
probable, but it is obviously possible. The shapes of the signs, however, leave 
no doubt in ey- mind that 1~67 .is of the same hand as En, Ep. The Ea and Eb 
tablets both f 11 in the group of hands which write the sign ke, for example, 
with a short vertical stroke in the base. The En and the Ep tablets, and as 
you see, also 467 show simply two strok s. I think if you will compare yourself 
the drawings of En and Ep with those of Eo and Eb you will see significant 
differences in the forms of 1!2• !!!• and perhaps less obviou differenc s in 
J:1, j£, to, :ei, ~' !!!2• and can assure yourself at least that 467 do s not agree 
with the Eb and Eo tablets. Then the consideration that there are few other 
tablets withi:he WHEAT ideogram, and even fewer Withfue formula of kitimena kotona 
tosode pemo will suggest that the ascription of 467 to the hand of En is probable. 
And although of course the consideration of the contents of the text of a tablet 
originally did have a great deal to do with the id ntification of the hands, I 
am certain that 467 is by the sa..~e hand as EnJOl, etc. 

It is quite true t~at the signs in 467.I are less crowded and perhaps less 
compact than in 659.1 or.8 (the photo of 659 is better than some of the other 
En and Ep tablets). I think the scribe wasa-;are that he would have enough 
space and used it well, while in 539, 609, and 659. (e.g. he had to crowd the 
signs and make them narrower in order to get th whol text on the lin .) 

The pa2 (or shall we say qa) of 467.1 and 539.6 seem to me to be suffi
ciently alik to say that they are possibly of the same hand. The photographs 
show them a very little bit more alike than they are in the line drawing; the 
riglit vertical stroke in 467 is not broken. In any case they are both quite 
different, e.g., from the pa2 in Eo278. The absenc of as rif at the base, the 
pointed top, the symmetry (at least partial) of th ears, seem good ~r.iteria. 
The bottom strok€ of the pi in the photograph actually extends all the way to 
th(} left stroke of the triangle, and also it did cut across tne center vertical 



stroke, of which there is a minute trace below the horizontal stroke. The ki of 
467.1 is close to the form of that in 74.~0, 467.5 like that in 659.1 and 609.1 
and in 467.3 the ki is not far from the shape of ki in 74.2). And in the same 
way with the ther signs, I am able to find forms not perhaps identical, but 
entirely parallel, throughout the En and Ep series. There is in every writing 
some variation in the shapes of signs, especially in this, where the clay makes 
it difficult to make two aigns just alike, and I find that the variations which 
are certainly to be seen in ~7 still not sufficient to justify assigning it to 
another hand. And, even if one did assign it to another hand, . this would be 
nearly the only tablet preserved from h~s stylus, for the characteristics of 
the other hands of the same group can be determined , and this t~blet 467 can be 
eliminated from them on the criteria of shapes of some signs. 

Of course, fue fact that 467 is written by the same scribe who wrote En609 
and Ep539 is not enough evidence to say that it belongs to the same set of doc
uments as the En and Ep texts. One must then consider the content of the in
scription, the spelling (or better, the choice of the word) to-so-de instead of 
to-so, the place of finding of the tablet, and th relation of the content of 
this tablet to the others which can justifiable be called Eb, En, Eo, and Ep, 
and to those which fall into othen classificationse I remain confident that 
~.67 is properly En467, but perhaps there can be found arguments which I hav 
overlooked to show that it forms part of some other class or group of tablets, 
and I would be vepy glad to hear them. 

On another matter, I would be vary glad to hear whether there are other 
scholars, or amateurs interested in the 1ycena an inscriptions, within the 
USSR who might find ·the bibliography (NESTOR) useful. If there are, pleas 
send me their addresses and I shall send them copies regulariy. 

With my best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Emmett L. Bennett 

ELB:ci 
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